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NEW DELHI: In this June 27, 2015 photo, Omkarnath, who goes by the name “Medicine Baba,” receives
unused medicine from a woman. —AP

Maharashtra mandates 
schoolbag weight limit

MUMBAI: Children struggling under the weight of an over-
sized schoolbag is a common sight the world over, but now
one Indian state has ordered parents to ensure kids lighten
their load. The government of Maharashtra, in the west of
India, has passed a resolution saying no child must carry to
school a backpack that exceeds 10 percent of their body
weight. Five-year-olds in grade one are being asked to pop
their satchels on weighing scales when they arrive for class so
teachers can check they don’t exceed 2.5 kilograms. Grade
eight pupils aged 12 are limited to carrying 4.2 kilograms, all
in a bid to prevent lasting injury, the state government said in
a resolution passed earlier this week.

“As a rule of thumb the bags must be ten percent of the
child’s body weight,” local education secretary Mr Nand
Kumar wrote in the executive order. “But we have found bags
that weigh 20 to 30 percent due to thick notebooks, text-
books, un-required stationery and even cosmetics. “This is
harmful. It causes spine and joint problems as well as stress
and fatigue. They adversely affect the well being of the child,”
he added.

Given the intense competition for higher education places
in India, children often feel under immense pressure to per-
form well at school, with materials for extra tuition in the
evening often adding to the weight of their bag. The govern-
ment ruling said teachers should stagger homework and
timetables so children don’t need to carry several textbooks
to school every day. It also asked parents to ensure children
do not pack unnecessary items. The order did not mention
any punishment for violating the weight restriction. —AFP

NEW DELHI: Omkarnath spends his
days searching New Delhi for drugs. A
call to the phone number printed bold-
ly on his saffron-colored tunic reveals
his alternate identity:  “Hello,  I  am
Medicine Baba.” The chatty, 79-year-
old retired blood-bank technician has
been collecting unused prescription
drugs from the affluent for the past
eight years, and distributing whatever
hasn’t expired to patients who need
medicines they cannot afford.

Omkarnath, who like many Indians
uses only one name, is not a trained
pharmacist, and must see a doctor’s
prescription before he’ll help supply
any drug. He doesn’t charge, though
he says the value of what he gives
away each month is more than $9,000.
“Every bungalow in Delhi has extra
medicines ,  but  they are throwing
them in their  dustbins ,”  says
Omkarnath, who walks with a limp
after an accident that left him with dis-
located bones in both legs.

One-man effort 
“Medicine Baba” - baba is an hon-

orific term meaning wise man - walks
more than 7 ki lometers ,  stopping
door-to-door to ask for unused medi-
cines. On one such trip Sunday, he
had collected a huge bagful of donat-
ed prescriptions in just an hour and a
half. Some 40 percent of India’s 1.2
billion people have no access to mod-
ern medicines because they are too
expensive or simply unavailable in
government hospitals where supplies
are often scarce.

Meanwhile, India is exporting 45
percent of the $25 billion in pharma-
ceut ica ls  i t  produces  each year .

Omkarnath began his mission after
seeing some construction workers get
badly injured in New Delhi. He says he
followed the men to government hos-
pita ls  where they were not  g iven
treatment and told to find the drugs
they needed elsewhere. He says he
has built up a stock of drugs and med-
ical equipment worth tens of thou-
sands of dollars from weekend trips to
wealthy neighborhoods and more
than a dozen collection boxes set up
in private clinics around the city.

He stores his cache in a small rent-
ed room next to his home in the fetid
slums of Manglapuri  in southwest
New Delhi.  The room is f i l led with
boxes of common flu tablets, insulin
injections and cancer medications.
Omkarnath also arranges donations of
equipment including hospital beds,
oxygen cylinders, nebulizers, wheel-
chairs, walkers and oxygen machines.
Many nongovernmental organizations
work to give medical care to India’s
needy, and Omkarnath works with
some of them to deliver medicines.
But Omkarnath’s one-man recycling
effort is rare if not unique. There are
medicine recycling efforts elsewhere,
including the United States, but drugs
in those cases are generally donated
by medical institutions rather than
individuals.

‘Ocean of problems’ 
Dr Lal ima Rangwani distr ibutes

medicine Omkarnarth collects. She
said at first she wasn’t sure she could
trust  the drugs he col lected.  “But
when he brought the medicines,  I
checked it out, the batch number, all
he has written on the list. So only then

I got convinced that these are gen-
uine medic ines , ”  she sa id .  India
spends just over 1 percent of its gross
domestic product on health care - one
of the lowest rates in the world.

“Most states in India don’t spend
adequately on public health. It is not a
priority,” leading to drug shortages,
says  health  economist  Sakthivel
Selvara j  f rom the Publ ic  Health
Foundation of India.  Private hospitals
generally have better supplies, but
they charge far more than what hun-
dreds of  mil l ions of  impoverished
Indians  can af ford .  One of
Omkarnath’s regular recipients is 52-
year-old Dhulichand, who has been
suffering from emphysema for several
years.  The former shoemaker, who
goes by only one name, cannot afford
the $100 it costs for 20 oxygen cylin-
ders he needs to breathe each month.

“I can’t move around or even show-
er without these cylinders,” a bedrid-
den Dhulichand says, as a clear tube
delivers a steady flow of oxygen to his
nostrils from a cylinder against the
wal l  in  h is  t iny  concrete  room.
“Government hospitals don’t take me”
because he needs too much care, he
says. “They tell me to go back home.”
Omkarnath depends on cash dona-
tions to cover his costs and modest
living expenses, which come to about
$500 a month. Eventually, he hopes to
build a nationwide network of medi-
cine banks. “My efforts make up mere-
ly a drop worth of solution to a huge
ocean of problems,” Omkarnath says
through the last few teeth left in his
mouth.  “ I  hope before  I  d ie  th is
becomes a bigger movement and I
contribute at least a glassful.” —AP

Nigeria marks 
one year since 
last polio case

LAGOS: Nigeria yesterday marked one year since its last case
of polio, raising hopes it will soon be taken off the list of
endemic countries as the first step to being declared free of
the disease. The last case was in the Sumaila district of Kano
state, in the country’s north-one of only six in 2014 and well
down on the 338 recorded in 2009, according to World
Health Organization data.

Nigeria will be removed from the WHO list of polio-
endemic countries in four to six weeks if samples sent for
checking are found clear and surveillance data meets interna-
tional standards. But health professionals and campaigners
said the fight is not over and warned about complacency,
with another two years to go before polio-free status is
achieved. “Interruption is a major milestone. But our aim is
not just interruption but eradication,” the executive director
of the National Primary Healthcare Development Agency,
Ado Muhammad, told AFP. “We still have two years in which
we need to keep polio out,” added Oyewale Tomori, presi-
dent of the Nigerian Academy of Science, who has worked on
polio eradication for the past 45 years.

Muhammad, Tomori and global charities Rotary International
and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation all called for both
Nigeria and the international community to keep up the
momentum. The deputy director of the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation, Michael Galway, said Nigeria had made “incredible
progress but the job isn’t finished”. “Continued leadership and
domestic financing, high quality immunization campaigns and
disease surveillance will be key” to achieving polio-free status, he
added in an emailed statement. 

Faced challenges 
Nigeria and the two other countries on the polio-endemic

list, Pakistan and Afghanistan, have all faced challenges in
implementing immunization programmes. Immunization
teams have been attacked and even killed while rumors were
spread about the safety of the vaccine. But those involved in
the programme say sustained political commitment and
funding, as well as support from traditional rulers and reli-
gious leaders have helped turn around Nigeria’s fortunes. 

Emergency operations centers improved coordination
between partners while the establishment of health camps
increased access to those at risk from polio and other child-
hood diseases. Systems put in place to tackle polio outbreaks
were adapted last year to successfully eliminate the spread of
Ebola in Nigeria.  —AFP

‘Medicine Baba’: India’s
Robin Hood for drugs
‘The rich have extra medicines but they throw them away’


